The role of off-fault damage in the evolution of normal faults
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Abstract

Recent measurements of slip profiles on normal faults have found that they are usually triangular in shape. This has been explained to be a consequence of on-fault processes such as slip-dependent friction. However, the recent observation that cumulative slip profiles on normal faults and fault systems in Afar are both triangular and self-similar excludes this explanation and requires some form of off-fault deformation. Here, we use elastic modelling to show that large triangular zones of off-fault damage can explain the observed triangular slip profiles provided damage is anisotropic in the form of cracks sub-parallel to the fault. Our modelling suggests that these triangular damage zones result from the enlargement of the crack tip damage area as the fault (or system) lengthens. Our modelling also demonstrates that different types of ‘barriers’ can cause the slip profiles to terminate abruptly at one or both fault ends, as observed in Afar and elsewhere.
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1. Introduction

This article is a companion paper to Manighetti et al. [1] (hereafter referred to as Metal2001). Its objective is to explain slip distributions on normal faults. Simple theory suggests that they should be elliptical or bell-shaped (see discussion in Metal2001). However, accumulating data show such profiles to be rare. Triangular profiles are far more common (see [1,2] for a review). Metal2001 studied more than 300 active normal faults and fault systems in Afar with lengths varying from 0.1 to 60 km and ages from \(\sim\) 10 ka to 2 Ma. At most 15% of the corresponding profiles can be described as elliptical. The remaining have substantial linear portions and abrupt terminations, and show similar overall shapes regardless of scale, as illustrated in Fig. 1, where the slip profiles are grouped into the eight classes (a–h) adopted by Metal2001. Within each class, the profiles have been normalised to a common fault length and stacked to better show their characteristic shape. The shape typifying each class is inset in the upper left for each profile stack, and the percentage of faults that fall into each class is indicated (see discussion on shape classification in Metal2001). The most basic shape is that of a roughly symmetric triangle (Fig. 1a). All other shapes are shown to derive from this basic, trian-
gular shape (see discussion in Metal2001). The dominant slip profile shape is an asymmetric triangle (Fig. 1c). For the entire set also, the maximum slip ($D_{\text{max}}$) scales with fault length ($L$) as $D_{\text{max}} = 0.015L$, similar to values found in other studies (e.g. [2]). Since they have the same shapes, and displacement scales with fault length, the observed triangular slip profiles are self-similar.

The fact that the profiles do not have random shapes and are self-similar is of critical importance. King [3] has pointed out that self-similarity excludes traditional fracture models that assume fracture toughness to be a material property. Cowie and Scholz [4] then addressed this problem by tapering the ends of elliptical slip distributions using the Dugdale criterion. However, unlike the original concept, the taper lengths were not a material property but scaled with fault length. The form of their profiles, however, remained essentially elliptical. Other authors (see references in Metal2001) have suggested that varying fault friction or material inhomogeneity can explain deviations from an elliptical form. However, such processes should create random shapes and not the limited range of forms shown in Fig. 1. Moreover, slip-dependent friction invoked to explain individual triangular slip functions cannot explain self-similar forms (see discussion in Metal2001 and later in text). Linear slip functions can result where overlapping faults interact, but Metal2001 showed that they could not usually be explained in this way.

Metal2001 proposed qualitative models to explain these profiles. When a fault extends unimpeded, it develops the triangular slip profile shown in Fig. 1a. If a tip encounters a ‘barrier’, further lateral growth is inhibited and an abrupt drop in slip develops. Profiles b–f were explained in this way. Two profile stacks (g and h) are approximately elliptical or bell-shaped, but these are a small subset (~15%) of all profiles. The barrier hypothesis was supported by the observation that terminated slip profiles have a larger $D_{\text{max}}/L$ ratio than triangular profiles, and by field observation of structures that might act as barriers.

While Metal2001 provided evidence that, in the absence of barriers, faults evolve with a triangular, self-similar slip profile, no clear mechanical process was proposed. They did, however, show that all previous explanations (references in Metal2001) fail to explain how a system of faults can develop a set of slip profiles that are both triangular and self-similar. In this paper, we propose a mechanical process capable of accounting for both these observations.

2. Developing a quantitative model of overall fault evolution

2.1. Modelling self-similar triangular slip profiles

The belief that cracks or faults should exhibit elliptical slip profiles is based on the analytic result that displacement across a stress-free or constant stress surface in an elastic medium develops an elliptical form (Fig. 2a) (e.g. [2]). Immediately beyond the fault tips the analytic result predicts infinite stress, which clearly cannot be sustained by real materials. Various suggestions have been offered to deal with this singularity that all effectively blunt the crack tip (see references in [2]). Moreover, beyond the fault tips the analytic result predicts infinite stress, which clearly cannot be sustained by real materials. Various suggestions have been offered to deal with this singularity that all effectively blunt the crack tip (see references in [2]). However, the resulting slip profile is bell-shaped, not triangular as observed. The result is that some additional processes are required to explain the triangular profiles.

The strain and stress distributions associated with a triangular slip function are shown in Fig. 2b for the simple case of Mode I crack. The stress along the fault plane is not constant, being higher towards the fault ends than at the centre. Hence, if a mechanism can be found to adjust the stress on a fault plane, then self-similar triangular slip functions may be explained. Furthermore, if the
stress on a fault plane can be arbitrarily adjusted, then any slip function can be created. Rock inhomogeneity and random variations of friction (or cohesion for Mode I cracks) could be and have been invoked to explain individual profiles (see references in Metal2001). However, only a limited range of slip profile types is observed regardless of scale (Fig. 1) so that an explanation invoking random processes seems improbable. A systematic process that could work for individual faults is to suppose that fault stress is related to fault displacement as a result of slip-dependent friction. If friction reduces as slip increases, then recently created and low slip parts of a fault would move less than an elliptical model would suggest. However, the self-similar ($D_{\text{max}}/L = \text{constant}$) profiles reported by Metal2001 cannot be explained in this way. Indeed, since long faults have slipped much more than short faults, the friction between their surfaces should be different so that self-similarity would not be preserved through the whole fault set. This statement can be generalised. Three self-similar triangular slip profiles and the stress distribution on the fault plane required to maintain them are shown in Fig. 3. Unlike slip, the stress profiles are self-affine in that the amplitude of the stress distribution does not scale with fault length (see [2] for a mechanical explanation). As a fault grows, the stress profile becomes stretched but its amplitude does not change. Since there is no simple way to generate a self-affine set from a self-similar set, there is no simple way to generate...
the self-affine stress distribution from a friction profile that is a direct function of the self-similar slip profile. Hence, the observation of slip self-similarity is of major importance since it unequivocally demonstrates that the mechanical processes of fault evolution cannot be explained by on-fault processes alone.

An alternative to on-fault processes is suggested in Fig. 4. This shows an extensional fault, approximated by a Mode I dislocation, progressively extending and creating damage in the surrounding volume in the form of parallel tension cracks. As the fault lengthens, the zone in which cracks are created becomes larger, resulting in the formation of a damage zone with a triangular form.

The presence of parallel cracks is important. If the shaded zones are modelled by regions of lowered modulus, the resulting slip profile is not triangular. Instead, deformation becomes greater than for an elliptical slip distribution near the self-affine stress distribution from a friction profile that is a direct function of the self-similar slip profile. Hence, the observation of slip self-similarity is of major importance since it unequivocally demonstrates that the mechanical processes of fault evolution cannot be explained by on-fault processes alone.

Provided there are sufficient cracks the results are similar. If the cracks are small, more are required; if they are larger, fewer are needed. The angle subtending at the centre of the fault by the triangular damage zone (β in Fig. 4a) can vary between 15 and 40° and an approximately triangular slip distribution is retained.

The behaviour of such a system of cracks can be modelled using the boundary element methods of [5]. Fig. 5a shows the opening displacement of a major crack around which a series of parallel free opening smaller cracks have been introduced into the shaded triangular zones. The relative displacement between the major crack surfaces is plotted in Fig. 5b together with the elliptical profile that results without the smaller cracks. The opening is triangular in form. A series of tests was performed changing the crack density and the dimensions of the triangular damage zone. Provided there are sufficient cracks the results
ends of the fault (Fig. 5c). The modelling consequently indicates that the triangular slip profiles result from anisotropic damage and cannot be explained by weakening alone.

In the Afar region studied by Metal2001, many tensile cracks or smaller faults parallel to major faults and systems are observed (e.g. [6,7]) and the mechanism described above may be sufficient to explain the observed slip profiles. However, both in Afar and elsewhere, identified damage and secondary faulting are commonly more pronounced on one side of a fault or a system of faults. Fig. 6 repeats the calculation of Fig. 5 but with damage restricted to one side of the fault. The resulting opening remains triangular in shape (Fig. 6b). In Fig. 6a it can be seen that the displacement on the undamaged side of the fault is closer to elliptical, but the triangular displacement on the damaged side is greater and dominates the total displacement.

Geological studies also note that secondary faults commonly fan out at the ends of major normal faults, systems, and extensional structures (e.g. [6–12]). In Fig. 7 we show that for modest angles (< 10°) these again result in triangular slip profiles.

Fig. 5. Modelling triangular damage zones composed of freely opening cracks parallel to the main fault. Both fault and cracks are modelled by freely opening dislocations (\(\varepsilon_{yz} = \sigma_{yy} = 0\)). The system is driven by distant stress boundary conditions as in Fig. 2. (a) A grid for which deformation has been exaggerated by 5000 to permit deformation to be visualised. The form of opening is triangular. Parallel cracks are introduced in the four triangular shaded regions. (b) Opening displacement along the fault for the model shown in panel a. The slip profile is triangular. An elliptical slip distribution is also shown for comparison. (c) Slip distribution resulting from the model shown in panel a, modified so that the triangular shaded regions sustain a modulus reduction by a factor of 10 (no cracks are introduced). The slip profile is not triangular.

Fig. 6. Modelling triangular damage zones extending on one side of the fault only. In other respects, conditions are the same as for Fig. 5. (a) The grid is more deformed on the side of the fault subject to damage. The other side has a form more similar to an ellipse, but the amplitude is lower. (b) Opening displacement for the fault is dominated by deformation of the damaged wall and thus shows a triangular form.
The observed features in Afar include both fissuring and normal faulting, with the latter suggesting that the extensional features dip and are not perpendicular to the surface. The two-dimensional Mode I modelling that we adopt is consequently a simplification. However, it permits the known plate boundary conditions to be related to the observed features. While modelling with dipping features might create some surprises, it will prove difficult to implement and the main characteristics that we identify are likely to remain unmodified.

### 2.2. Modelling abrupt slip terminations

Metal2001 proposed that ‘barriers’ caused slip at the end of many faults and systems to terminate abruptly, and provide observational evidence in some cases. They suggest four such barriers, which we model in Fig. 8:

- A tough region that cannot be fractured easily (Fig. 8a).
- A low-modulus or multiply fractured region that distributes stress at the end of a propagating fault (Fig. 8b).
- A sub-parallel fault or major crack (Fig. 8c).
- A perpendicular fault or major crack (Fig. 8d).

Metal2001 noted that, with the exception of the case illustrated in Fig. 8a, such features are observed in the field.

### 2.3. Modelling slip irregularities within slip profiles

The cumulative slip profiles described by Metal2001 commonly exhibit irregularities that have comparable shapes to those observed for the whole fault. These authors proposed that a fault evolves by adding segments at its ends and that the slip distribution of the individual assimilated segments is preserved (or partly preserved) as the fault grows. Damage is therefore expected to occur at two scales: the scale of the segments, and the larger scale of the whole fault.

By using the numerical methods described earlier and by the principle of superposition, the slip distribution for an evolving system can be determined. Fig. 9a–c shows the evolution of a schematic fault through progressive addition of segments to give a 3-, 5- and 7-segment fault. The expected distribution of damage is shown as the fault evolves.

Fig. 10 shows a real slip profile and one possible interpretation of what the corresponding damage distribution could look like. At the largest scale, a triangular damage zone extends to become widest on the left of the figure. The abrupt termination of slip on the right is attributed to a barrier. In the example this is taken to be a region
where damage has resulted in the creation of fissures, both parallel and perpendicular to the main fault. This corresponds to a reduction of effective elastic modulus and hence a barrier of the type shown in Fig. 8b. At a smaller scale, triangular segment A is associated with (nearly) symmetrical damage similar to that modelled in Fig. 5. Segment B is asymmetric and a damage zone widening to the left is indicated to account for the linear section of the B profile. The abrupt reduction of slip on the right side of segment B is again attributed to a zone with lowered modulus similar to that which explains the abrupt slip termination of the main fault. The larger segment C is also associated with a triangular damage zone widening to the left, similar to that associated with segment B but larger in size.

Fig. 8. Modelling abrupt terminations of slip at fault ends due to different barriers. Panels on the left show deformed grids, those on the right show the resulting slip profiles. Triangular damage zones are introduced on either side of faults as in Fig. 5, while different barriers are modelled at their right end. In each case the slip profile is an asymmetric triangle with maximum slip close to the barrier. In panel a, the barrier is modelled as a zone of high strength material. It results in arresting the propagation of the fault to the right, and is associated with high stress concentration at this fault end. In panel b, the barrier is modelled as a region of low modulus. It results in arresting the propagation of the fault to the right, but is not associated with high stress concentration. In panel c, the barrier is modelled as a secondary fault or fissure parallel to and offset from the main fault. In panel d, the barrier is modelled as a secondary fault or fissure perpendicular to and offset from the main fault.

Fig. 9. Modelling a fault evolving through segment linkage. Calculations are performed as in Fig. 4 and the composite fault is created by repeated superposition of the linked segments. The damage distribution shown in each figure is schematic. The evolution of the fault involves damage at two different scales.
The particular system above may involve different distributions of fissures from those shown schematically and the abrupt changes in slip may be due to other barrier effects. Nonetheless, until other possibilities are explored in the field, the proposed distribution is consistent with the fracture patterns observed in Afar. It can also be observed that in greater detail the profile consists of yet smaller triangular features that Metal2001 noted not to be the result of measurement error, which indicates that segments A, B and C have resulted from the assimilation of yet smaller segments.

3. Discussion and conclusions

The self-similar, triangular, cumulative slip profiles observed by Metal2001 cannot be explained by processes occurring on the fault planes or within the fault zones only. This excludes all of the mechanisms previously proposed to explain slip functions with linear trends, and in particular triangular slip functions (e.g. [13,14], and other references in Metal2001).

On the other hand, our modelling confirms the hypothesis of Metal2001 that, in the absence of features that form barriers, normal faults and systems can extend by developing approximately triangular slip profiles. The types of barriers hypothesised by the Metal2001 authors are confirmed by modelling to be capable of producing slip terminations as abrupt as those observed.

The simplest damage geometry that is consistent with the creation of triangular slip profiles consists of large triangular zones of damage with the apex centred on the assumed point of fault (or system) initiation. The damage must be anisotropic, as a uniform loss of strength by fracturing results in abrupt slip termination. Within this important limitation the parameters can be varied. The result is not very sensitive to the length and density of cracks, provided enough of them exist. Within the practical limits of modelling, the intuitive conclusion that many small fissures are as effective as a smaller number of larger ones appears to be supported. The angle with which the width of the zone increases is also not very critical as values between 15 and 40° seem to work. Triangular slip functions can also result if the fissures are at a modest angle to the main fault or system, as often observed in the field.

This study demonstrates that processes occurring on the fault plane (or within the fault zone) are not sufficient to explain the overall evolution of faults (or systems). Since most faults result from slip accumulated in numerous earthquakes, this suggests that on-fault processes are also in-
sufficient to explain the dynamics of earthquake ruptures, with wide-ranging implications for understanding earthquake processes.

The modelling has been restricted to Mode I crack opening approximating normal faulting. Although much harder to study, Metal2001 suggest that similar features can be observed for strike-slip faults. While the same requirement that off-fault deformation is important seems inevitable, we do not know if the same requirements of anisotropic damage must apply. A potentially important mechanical implication of this work is that a crack having a triangular slip profile is much more difficult to propagate than one having the traditional elliptical profile. Where the elliptical crack has an inverse square-root singularity at its tip and a stress intensity factor that scales with the square root of its length, near the crack tip produces a logarithmic singularity and a stress intensity factor of zero. The only way that triangular cracks can propagate may be by linking with adjacent cracks, which may explain the ubiquitous observation of nested hierarchical slip functions as discussed earlier.
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